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Project Description
The capstone project aims to answer the research question, What are the implications for
using multicultural literature as mentor texts to teach academic English language grammar structures
in an elementary setting? The capstone project contains a unit of 10 lesson plans to teach
prepositions using the multicultural mentor text The Rainbow Weaver by Linda Elovitz Marshall. This
unit of lessons is intended to be taught to second grade English learner (EL) students whose
proficiency in English is about a Level 3 or higher, according to the WIDA ACCESS test. The lessons
were written to be taught in a small group of 6 students for 30 minutes per lesson. The text “The
Rainbow Weaver” is about a girl in rural Guatemala who is learning how to weave.
Understanding by Design.  As described in Chapter Three, the unit of lessons in this project
was created using the Understanding by Design (UbD) framework by Wiggins and McTighe (2005).
First, the standards and objectives were selected and written. Then, the assessments were created.
Last, the learning activities, materials, and lesson scripts were written.
Project Rationale. This 10-day lesson sequence will include multicultural literature used as
mentor texts to teach grammar and English language structures. ESL students at this level need
direct instruction and authentic practice with English language grammar structures. This lesson
sequence will focus on prepositions. Using multicultural texts will validate their cultural and language
identities as well as the identities of their peers from various backgrounds.
Context.  The teaching context of this capstone project is in an elementary ESL classroom
with a small group of 6 ESL students in 2nd Grade. The group of students that I intend to implement
this unit of lessons with have language proficiency WIDA levels based on ACCESS scores ranging
from 2.9 - 3.6. The first language of all of these students is Spanish. Students’ families are from the
Spanish speaking countries of Guatemala, El Salvador, and Mexico.
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Overview of Lessons. The first lesson is dedicated to assessing prior knowledge, building
background knowledge, and learning content vocabulary to aid in comprehension of the text. In
Lessons 2-5, the mentor text will be read and new vocabulary will be taught. A mentor sentence from
the reading passage will be discussed to show how prepositional phrases can be used in writing to
provide detailed descriptions of where, how, when, and why. Students will be informally assessed
using the following strategies: cloze passages, think-pair-shares, and discussion questions. In
Lesson 6, students will demonstrate comprehension of the mentor text and understanding of
prepositions through small group activity called Triangle Talk. During the Triangle Talk, the students
will having rotating of roles of Asker, Teller, and Writing. The Asker will pick a card and read the
prompt, the Teller will answer the prompt, and the Writer will record the Teller’s response. In Lesson
7, students will orally describe pictures and videos using prepositions to expand their sentences to
include more details. In Lessons 8-9, students will write a description of a chosen picture or video clip
using prepositions to expand their sentences to include more details. This is the summative
assessment for the unit which will be graded on rubric. The students will write the description in
Lesson 8, the teacher will help students correct the writing (spelling and punctuation), and then the
students will rewrite the description in Lesson 9. During Lesson 10, students will share their
descriptions while the other students are listening for the prepositions they used. The descriptions
will be graded on a rubric to show understanding of prepositions in descriptive writing.
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Lesson Sequence Overview
#

Lesson Activities

Lesson Assessment

1

Introduction to book Rainbow Weaver
Video Clips:
https://ytcropper.com/cropped/SG5be89c201de08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qaf2M2ys98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tbcmyyZU3g
https://ytcropper.com/cropped/Eh5be8add721ca8
Tier 3 Vocabulary:  weave, woven, weavings, fabric,
wool, cloth, designs, loom, batten, thread, stand

Formative assessments:
-Prior knowledge discussion
-Think-Pair-Share

2

Intro to prepositions
Vocabulary: golden, market, additional, littered,
discarded
Read: pages 1-7
Mentor sentence: High in the mountains above Lake
Atitlan, Ixchel watched her mother weave thread into
fabric as beautiful as a rainbow.
Discussion questions: Where is the setting? (The
setting is high in the mountains above Lake Atitlan). What
is Ixchel’s mother doing? (She is weaving colorful thread
into fabric). What is the problem in the story? (Ixchel
needs money to go to school. Her mom doesn’t have
extra thread for Ixchel to use on the loom.)

Formative assessments:
-Cloze paragraph
-Discussion questions

3

Vocabulary: blades of grass, scratchy, dull, disappointed,
clumps
Read: pages 8-14
Mentor sentence: Sitting on the ground, Ixchel joined the
blades of grass together by knotting the end of one blade
to the end of another until she made a long chain.
Discussion questions: What is Ixchel doing? What was
Ixchel’s first solution? Did it work? What was Ixchel’s
second solution? Did it work? What do you predict Ixchel
will do next?

Formative assessments:
-Review of previous mentor
sentence
-Cloze paragraph
-Discussion questions

4

Vocabulary: milpa, toward, strips, countryside
Read: pages 15-21
Mentor sentence: Sitting at her loom, Ixchel pushed the
batten over and under, back and forth, weaving until she
had used all the strips.

Formative assessments:
-Review of previous mentor
sentence
-Cloze paragraph
-Discussion questions

5

Discussion questions: What is Ixchel doing? Do you
think this solution will work?
5

Vocabulary: returned, village, stalls, price, beamed
Read: pages 21-28
Mentor sentence: At the market the next day, Ixchel and
her mother watched as people walked by the stalls.
Discussion questions: Where are Ixchel and her
mother? What do they see? What was the conclusion?

Formative assessments:
-Review of previous mentor
sentence
-Cloze paragraph
-Discussion questions

6

Grammar game/activity - triangle talk (vocab definitions,
preposition speaking pictures, preposition mentor texts)

Triangle talk with roles of Asker,
Teller, and Writer

7

Comprehension and speaking activities - recount using
phrases, describing the setting using prepositions

Write recount of the story using
grammar features and recount
sentence frames

8

Writing activity - drawing and describing a picture/video

Write recount of the story using
grammar features and recount
frames - teacher checks writing
samples

9

Writing activity day 2 - drawing and describing a
picture/video

Rewrite recount of the story
using grammar features and
recount frames

10

Presenting writing

Presentation rubric
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Unit Standards and Objectives
CC Standards
Speaking
and
Listening

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information
presented orally or through other media
SL.2.6 Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to
provide requested detail or clarification

Reading
Literature

RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text
to demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.

Language L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and
usage when writing or speaking
L.2.1.F Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound sentences.
L.2.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading,
or listening
L.2.4.A Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase
L.2.6 Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read
to, and responding to texts, including using adjectives and adverbs to describe
Writing

W.2.6 With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic and
strengthen writing as needed by revising and editing

Lesson Objectives
Lesson 1

Content: The students will be able to tell about the process of weaving using content
vocabulary such as weaving, fabric, loom, and batten.
Language: The students will be able to describe the process of weaving using prepositions.

Lessons
2-5

Content: The students will be able to orally answer comprehension questions about the story,
“The Rainbow Weaver” using content vocabulary.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking.

Lesson 6

Content: The students will be able to describe pictures using prepositions, find prepositions
and use prepositions with a partner.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.

Lesson 7

Content: The students will be able to describe pictures and videos using prepositions.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.

Lesson 8

Content: The students will be able to describe a picture using prepositions when writing.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when writing.

Lesson 9

Content: The students will be able to edit and rewrite their writing project.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when writing.

Lesson
10

Content: The students will be able to read their writing project using expression.
Language: The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.
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Lesson Plans
Lesson in Sequence: 1 of 10
Content Standards

L.2.4.A Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
L.2.6 Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts, including using adjectives and adverbs to describe.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to tell about the process of weaving by using vocabulary such as weaving, fabric,
loom, and batten.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to describe the process of weaving.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge of weaving and use of prepositions will be assessed through discussion about videos
showing Guatemalan weavers and scenery.
Discussion question prompts: What did you see? What were the people doing?
Formative Assessment
Students will be informally formatively assessed through:
-Think Pair Share after vocabulary is taught and video is shown a second time.
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Vocabulary Cards - Lesson 1
Computer / Digital links:

https://ytcropper.com/cropped/SG5be89c201de08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qaf2M2ys98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tbcmyyZU3g
https://ytcropper.com/cropped/Eh5be8add721ca8
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Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

Tier 3 Vocabulary:
weave - the action of making something by putting threads over and under each other
woven - something that is made by putting threads over and under each other
(a woven fabric)
weavings - things that are made by putting threads over and under each other
fabric / cloth- material that is made by weaving together threads
the material that clothes, blankets, and curtains are made of
wool - the soft hair from sheep that is used to make weavings and clothes
designs - the patterns or plans for how something looks
loom - a frame that holds thread or string when weaving
batten - the patterns or plans for how something looks
thread - a thin string used to sew and to weave
stand - a table or area where things are bought and sold, such as at a market
Lesson Launch
8 min

“Today we will be starting a new grammar unit. Our mentor text for this unit is called, “The
Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall. “The Rainbow Weaver” takes place in
Guatemala. We will watch some silent video clips showing Guatemala and what it means
to be a weaver. As you are watching the videos, think about how you would answer these
questions: What do you see? What are the people doing?”
Video Clips:
https://ytcropper.com/cropped/SG5be89c201de08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qaf2M2ys98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tbcmyyZU3g
https://ytcropper.com/cropped/Eh5be8add721ca8

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
10 min

“For the rest of the lesson today we will learn words to describe weaving. At the end of the lesson,
we will watch the video again, and I will ask you the same questions - What do you see? What are
the people doing? You will be able to use some of the words we are about to learn to help you
answer those questions”
*Read and explain each vocabulary card. Show pictures from the book as additional visuals.

Teacher Think Aloud
1 min

“As we are reading this book and talking about weaving, I can look at these vocabulary cards to
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help me learn, remember, and understand what is happening in the book.”
*Turn to a random page in the book and read one of the sentences that includes a vocabulary
word.
“Hmm, I’m not sure what ____ means. Let me look at the picture and definition. *reads to self*
Oh! ____ means ____. That’s right.”
Guided Practice
5 min

“Now, let’s watch the video clip again. As we are watching, think of the words we just learned to
help you answer the questions: What do you see? What are the people doing?”

Independent Practice
5 min

*Students respond orally to the questions. Teacher takes anecdotal notes about student use of
prepositions to help plan differentiation for further lessons. Teacher corrects and redirects as
necessary.

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Tomorrow we will begin the first part of “The Rainbow Weaver” and learn our new grammar skill.
See you tomorrow!”
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Lesson 1 Vocabulary Cards

weave

the action of making
something by putting
threads over and under
each other

woven

something that is made
by putting threads over
and under each other
(a woven fabric)

verb

adjective

weavings
noun

fabric /
cloth
noun

wool
noun

things that are made by
putting threads over and
under each other
material that is made by
weaving together
threads
the material that clothes,
blankets, and curtains
are made of
the soft hair from sheep
that is used to make
weavings and clothes
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designs
noun

the patterns or plans for
how something looks

loom

a frame that holds thread
or string when weaving

batten

a tool used in weaving to
push thread together into
place

thread

a thin string used to sew
and to weave

stand

a table or area where
things are bought and
sold, such as at a market

noun

noun

noun

noun
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Lesson in Sequence: 2 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented
orally or through other media.
RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to orally answer comprehension questions about the story, “The Rainbow Weaver”
using content vocabulary.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking about the text, “The Rainbow Weaver.”
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Introduction to prepositions with discussion questions about what they learned.
Formative Assessment
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment, Discussion Questions
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Vocabulary Cards - Lesson 2
Mentor Sentence Strips
Parts of Speech labels
Prepositions poster
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment
Prepositions videos https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byszemY8Pl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UiqBGZTZP6Q
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Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

golden - looks like a golden color or is made from gold
market - a place where many people have stands to sell products that they made ex: the farmer’s
market
additional - more than what is usual or expected
littered - thrown trash on the ground
discarded - gotten rid of or thrown out
Lesson Launch
6 min

Review previous vocabulary
Teach new vocabulary

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
10 min

Introduce prepositions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byszemY8Pl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UiqBGZTZP6Q
“What did you learn about prepositions? What prepositions did you hear?”
Introduce mentor sentence: High in the mountains above Lake Atitlan, Ixchel watched her

mother weave thread into fabric as beautiful as a rainbow.
Use “parts of speech” labels to show nouns, verbs, and prepositions in the mentor
sentence.
Teacher Think Aloud
5 min

Read pages 1-7. Think aloud when prepositions are present in a sentence. “I heard the
preposition ____. It tells me a detail about ______.”

Guided Practice
4 min

Discussion questions: Where is the setting? (The setting is high in the mountains above
Lake Atitlan). What is Ixchel’s mother doing? (She is weaving colorful thread into fabric).
What is the problem in the story? (Ixchel needs money to go to school. Her mom doesn’t
have extra thread for Ixchel to use on the loom.)

Independent Practice
5 min

Cloze Vocabulary assessment

Lesson Summary and Closure
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1 min

“Tomorrow we will continue to practice prepositions while we continue reading the book, “The
Rainbow Weaver.”

Lesson 2 Vocabulary Cards

golden

looks like a golden color
or is made from gold

market

a place where many
people have stands to
sell products that they
made

additional

more than what is usual
or expected

discarded

gotten rid of or thrown
out

adjective

noun

+

adjective

noun

littered
verb

thrown trash on the
ground
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Lesson 2 Mentor Sentence Strip

High in the mountains
above Lake Atitlan,
Ixchel watched her
mother weave thread

16

into fabric as beautiful
as a rainbow.
Parts of Speech labels
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PREPOSITIONS

help tell details about WHERE, WHEN, and HOW
in speaking and writing.
about

before

for

of

through

above

behind

from

off

out

across

below

in

on

to

onto

toward

out

under

after

beneath in front

against

beside

of

along

between

inside

among

beyond

into

over

eath

around

by

like

past

up

at

down

near

through

up to

next to

outside undern

with

18

Lesson 2 Cloze Assessment
Cloze Assessment Lesson 2 

Name __________________________

Prepositions:
as

into

in

above

as

High _______ the mountains ____________ Lake Atitlan, Ixchel watched her
mother weave thread ________fabric _______ beautiful _______ a rainbow.
Vocabulary:
market
littered
Ixchel wants to _______

discarded

fabric

weave

________ to sell at the _________. She walks by

________ bags that were ___________ on the ground by the field.
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Lesson in Sequence: 3 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented
orally or through other media.
RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to orally answer comprehension questions about the story, “The Rainbow Weaver”
using content vocabulary.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Discussion Questions, Mentor Sentence Review
Formative Assessment
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment, Discussion Questions
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Mentor Sentence Strips
Parts of Speech labels
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment

Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

blades of grass - pieces of grass
scratchy - irritating or rough touch or sound
dull - a color that is not bright
disappointed - feeling sad because something was not as good as you thought it would be
clumps - a group of things that are very close together ex: clumps of grass
Lesson Launch
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6 min

Vocabulary: blades of grass, scratchy, dull, disappointed, clumps

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
6 min

Mentor sentence: Sitting on the ground, Ixchel joined the blades of grass together by
knotting the end of one blade to the end of another until she made a long chain.
Work together with the students to label the nouns, verbs, and prepositions. Discuss what
details the prepositions help us visualize.

Teacher Think Aloud
6 min

Read: pages 8-14. Think aloud when prepositions are present in a sentence. “I heard the
preposition ____. It tells me a detail about ______.”

Guided Practice
5 min

Discussion questions: What is Ixchel doing? What was Ixchel’s first solution? Did it
work? What was Ixchel’s second solution? Did it work? What do you predict Ixchel will do
next?

Independent Practice
6 min

Cloze Vocabulary Assessment

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Tomorrow we will continue to practice prepositions while we continue reading the book, “The
Rainbow Weaver.”
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Lesson 3 Vocabulary Cards

blades of
grass

pieces of grass

scratchy

irritating or rough touch
or sound

noun

adjective

dull

adjective

a color that is not
bright

disappointed

feeling sad because
something was not as
good as you thought it
would be

clumps

a group of things that
are very close together
ex: clumps of grass

verb

noun
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Lesson 3 Mentor Sentence Strip

Sitting on the ground,
Ixchel joined the
blades of grass
together by knotting
the end of one blade

23

to the end of another
until she made a long
chain.
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Lesson 3 Cloze Assessment
Cloze Assessment Lesson 3 

Name __________________________

Prepositions:
until

of

to

on

by

Sitting _______ the ground, Ixchel joined the blades of grass together _______
knotting the end ______ one blade ________ the end _______ another
______ she made a long chain.
Vocabulary:
loom
scratchy

disappointed

clumps

thread

Ixchel made a ___________ to weave __________ of grass. She felt
______________ because the clumps of grass did not make good
__________. The fabric felt too ______________.
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Lesson in Sequence: 4 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented
orally or through other media.
RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to orally answer comprehension questions about the story, “The Rainbow Weaver”
using content vocabulary.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Discussion Questions, Mentor Sentence Review
Formative Assessment
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment, Discussion Questions
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Lesson 4 Vocabulary Cards
Mentor Sentence Strips
Parts of Speech labels
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment

Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

milpa - a small part of a jungle that is cleared into a field so crops can grow
toward - going in a direction to something
strips - long thin pieces of paper or fabric
countryside - the land of a rural area where there are no towns
Lesson Launch
6 min

Vocabulary: milpa, toward, strips, countryside
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Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
6 min

Mentor sentence: Sitting at her loom, Ixchel pushed the batten over and under, back and
forth, weaving until she had used all the strips.
Work with the students to label the parts of speech. Discuss what details the prepositions
help you visualize.

Teacher Think Aloud
6 min

Read: pages 15-21. Think aloud when prepositions are present in a sentence. “I heard
the preposition ____. It tells me a detail about ______.”

Guided Practice
6 min

Discussion questions: What is Ixchel doing? Do you think this solution will work?
Turn and talk.

Independent Practice
6 min

Cloze Vocabulary Assessment

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Tomorrow we will continue to practice prepositions while we continue reading the book, “The
Rainbow Weaver.”
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Lesson 4 Vocabulary Cards

milpa

a small part of a jungle
that is cleared into a
field so crops can grow

toward

going in a direction to
something

noun

⇨

preposition

strips
noun

countryside
noun

long thin pieces of
paper or fabric

the land of a rural area
where there are no
towns

28

Lesson 4 Mentor Sentence Strip

Sitting at her loom,
Ixchel pushed the
batten over and
under, back and forth,

29

weaving until she had
used all the strips.
Lesson 4 Cloze Assessment
Cloze Assessment Lesson 4

Name __________________________

Prepositions:
until

forth

at

under

back

over

Sitting ______ her loom, Ixchel pushed the batten _________ and _________,
_________ and ____________, weaving __________ she had used all the
strips.
Vocabulary:
milpa
designs

strips

countryside

Ixchel tore ___________ of plastic bags that she found by the _________ in the
___________ to use to make colorful _____________.
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Lesson in Sequence: 5 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented
orally or through other media.
RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to orally answer comprehension questions about the story, “The Rainbow Weaver”
using content vocabulary.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Discussion Questions, Mentor Sentence Review
Formative Assessment
Cloze Vocabulary Assessment, Discussion Questions
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Lesson 5 Vocabulary Cards
Mentor Sentence Strips
Parts of Speech labels

Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

returned - to go back
village - a group of houses that make a very small town
stalls - stands, or a certain area
price - how much money something costs or is sold for
beamed - to be and look very happy and joyful
Lesson Launch
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6 min

Vocabulary: returned, village, stalls, price, beamed

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
6 min

Mentor sentence: At the market the next day, Ixchel and her mother watched as people
walked by the stalls.
Work with students to label nouns, verbs, and pronouns. Discuss what meaning and
details are gained from the prepositions.

Teacher Think Aloud
6 min

Read: pages 21-28. Think aloud when prepositions are present in a sentence. “I heard
the preposition ____. It tells me a detail about ______.”

Guided Practice
6 min

Discussion questions: Where are Ixchel and her mother? What do they see? What was
the conclusion?

Independent Practice
6 min

Cloze Vocabulary Assessment

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Next week we will practice using prepositions while speaking and writing to help us tell detailed
descriptions.”.
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Lesson 5

↩

return
verb

village
noun

$

to go back

a group of houses that
make a very small town

price

how much money
something costs or is
sold for

stalls

stands, or a certain
area

beamed

to be and look very
happy and joyful

noun

noun

verb
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Lesson 5 Mentor Sentence Strip

At the market the next
day, Ixchel and her
mother watched as
people walked by the
stalls.
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Lesson 5 Cloze Assessment
Cloze Assessment Lesson 5
Prepositions:
as
by

Name __________________________

at

________ the market the next day, Ixchel and her mother watched ______
people walked _________ the stalls.

Vocabulary:
returned

village

stalls

price

beamed

Ixchel took the weavings she created to the ___________ to sell at market
__________. The weavings sold for a good __________. Ixchel
____________ because she was so happy to able to pay for her school and
books.
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Lesson in Sequence: 6 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.6 Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification
L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
Content Objectives
The students will be able to describe pictures using prepositions, find prepositions and use prepositions with
a partner.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Finding prepositions, meaning of vocabulary related to weaving
Formative Assessment
Triangle Talk teacher anecdotal notes
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Triangle Talk Mats (2)
Triangle Talk Cards
Triangle Talk Recording Sheet (2)
Anecdotal notes teacher recording sheet

Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-5
Lesson Launch
1 min

Today we will practice telling what we know about prepositions in groups of 3 while doing an
activity called Triangle Talk. I will pick your groups.

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
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Direct Explanation
2 min

You and your 2 partners will have this Triangle Mat. On the mat there will be a stack of cards.
There are 4 different types of cards. With one type of card you will have to describe a picture
using prepositions. With the second type of card you will need to correctly use the preposition in a
sentence. For the third type of card, you need to listen for the prepositions in the sentence. Last,
with the fourth type of cards you will say the meaning of a word.
These cards will be placed in the middle of the Triangle Mat. Each person in your group of 3 will
have a job, or a role. You will know your role based on what arrow is pointing at you. One role is
a Asker. The Asker picks the top card and reads it to the Teller. The Teller will respond to the
question. The Writer has to write down what the Teller says. This activity requires active listening
to your group!

Guided Practice
3 min

Let us do one of each card for practice. *pick 2 students to model the activity with you, showing
how to switch roles by rotating the mat, asking and answering questions, and writing responses.
Model how to work cooperatively at a respectful voice level*

Independent Practice
24 min

*Students participate in the Triangle Talk activity in groups of 3 working cooperatively. The teacher
listens, facilitates, and writes anecdotal notes as needed.*

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Say thank you to your group, help clean up the cards, and line up.”
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Triangle Talk Printable Mat
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Lesson 6 Triangle Talk Recording Sheet
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Lesson 6 Triangle Talk Cards
1. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

High in the mountains
above Lake Atitlan, Ixchel
watched her mother weave
thread into fabric as

9. Describe the
picture:

beautiful as a rainbow.

2. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

Sitting on the ground, Ixchel
joined the blades of grass
together by knotting the
end of one blade to the
end of another until she
made a long chain.

3. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

Sitting at her loom, Ixchel
pushed the batten over and
under, back and forth,
weaving until she had used
all the strips.

10. Describe the
picture:

11. Describe the
picture:

17. The word
thread means
______________.

18. The word loom
means
______________.

19. The word
market means
______________.
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4. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

12. Describe the
picture:

At the market the next day,
Ixchel and her mother
watched as people walked
by the stalls.

5. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

13. Describe the
picture:

Ixchel reached for some
thread.

6. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

14. Describe the
picture:

Instead, she walked toward
the milpa, the field where
the villagers planted corn,
beans, and squash.

7. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

Ixchel tied one end of her
loom to a tree, then she
gathered tall blades of
pajon grass.

15. Describe the
picture:

20. The word
village means
______________.

21. The word fabric
means
______________.

22. The word dull
means
______________.

23. The word
littered means
______________.
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8. What prepositions are
in this sentence?

16. Describe the
picture:

Ixchel tucked the wool
under her belt.

24. The word
weave means
______________.

25. Use the word of 26. Use the word on 27. Use the word
in a sentence.
until in a sentence.
in a sentence.

28. Use the word at 29. Use the word as
in a sentence.
in a sentence.

31. Use the word
above in a
sentence.

32. Use the word by
in a sentence.

30. Use the word
into in a sentence.
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Lesson in Sequence: 7 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented
orally or through other media
SL.2.6 Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification
RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
Content Objectives
The students will be able to describe pictures and videos using prepositions.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Finding, speaking, and writing prepositions; meaning of vocabulary related to weaving
Formative Assessment
Anecdotal notes about use of prepositions in speaking to describe pictures
Think, Pair, Share
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Picture Prompts:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sK
E/edit?usp=sharing
Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-5
Lesson Launch
1 min

Today we will practice speaking. We will look at pictures and describe them using prepositions.
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What are prepositions? *allow student responses*
Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
1 min

For example, if I am looking at this picture, I am going to think about how to describe the picture in
detail, using prepositions to make my sentences longer with more information. I can think about
what I see, what the people or characters are doing, where the picture takes place, and so on.

Teacher Think Aloud
2 min

Instead of saying,”There is a girl and a boy,” I could say, “The girl with the black hair is sitting near
the boy with the glasses. They are sitting on a bench in a cafeteria at lunchtime. Across the
bench is a teacher with a nice smile. They are talking to each other.” Do you hear how much
longer that was?!

Guided Practice
3 min

Let’s try describing a picture as a group. I want each of you to think of sentences that describe the
picture. Each of you will share one sentence. If someone says what you were thinking, try to add
more details to their sentence by adding a preposition to continue the sentence.
*Students describe a picture*

Independent Practice
22 min

Students will think, pair, share with one partner to verbally describe 10 pictures.

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

“Say thank you to your partner and help clean up the pictures. Tomorrow we will write to describe
pictures using prepositions.”

Picture Prompts Lessons 7-10:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sKE/
edit?usp=sharing
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Lesson in Sequence: 8 of 10
Content Standards

W.2.6 With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing as
needed by revising and editing
L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
L.2.1.F Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound sentences.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to describe a picture using prepositions when writing.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when writing a description of a picture.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-7
Know how to use a Spelling Dictionary
Formative Assessment
Check students’ writing to correct spelling, punctuation, and fix grammar errors before student rewrites
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
“The Rainbow Weaver” by Linda Elovitz Marshall
Writing Templates (7)
Spelling dictionaries
Picture prompts:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sK
E/edit?usp=sharing
Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-7
Lesson Launch
1 min

Yesterday, you practiced describing pictures with a partner. You did a great job using prepositions
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to make your sentences longer and more detailed. Today you will start a writing project that you
will work on for two days and present to the group on Friday.
Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
2 min

The writing project matches what you did yesterday. But, instead of speaking to describe a
picture, you will be writing. You need to write at least 5 sentences to describe the picture. After
you have your five sentences today, I will read over it and help you edit spelling and punctuation.

Teacher Think Aloud
3 min

*Show example picture and talk about it. Show how you can practice saying the sentences out
loud before writing them down and how you expand your ideas using prepositions.*

Independent Practice
22 min

*Students work on writing with teacher assistance as needed. Teacher will edit the paper and
return it. If students are ready, they can start rewriting.

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

Great job writing today. Tomorrow you will continue to rewrite your description with nice, neat
handwriting. You will also practice reading it so you are ready to present on Friday.
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Writing Template (Draft Sheet and Clean Copy)
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AOFfWwg8WlW0Gr1Fivi0VHsTtQ_houKVF-Btc8VZvS
M/edit?usp=sharing

Picture Prompts Lessons 7-10
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sKE/
edit?usp=sharing
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Lesson in Sequence: 9 of 10
Content Standards

W.2.6 With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing as
needed by revising and editing
L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
L.2.1.F Produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound sentences.
Content Objectives
The students will be able to edit and rewrite their writing project.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when writing a description of a picture.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-7
Know how to use a Spelling Dictionary
Formative Assessment
Check students’ writing to correct spelling, punctuation, and fix grammar errors before student rewrites
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
Picture prompts

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sK
E/edit?usp=sharing
Writing papers

Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-5
Lesson Launch
1 min

Today you will continue to work on writing your description of your picture.

Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Direct Explanation
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3 min

*Show how to rewrite their descriptions.
“Yesterday, I edited your draft of your description. I helped fix some spelling and punctuation
errors, and looked to make sure you were using the prepositions correctly. Now, you will rewrite
what you wrote and fix the errors. You must use nice, neat handwriting.”

Independent Practice
25 min

Students will rewrite their descriptions with teacher assistance. Students will reread what they
wrote for fluency and expression.

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

Tomorrow is the day you present to the group! See you tomorrow!
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Lesson in Sequence: 10 of 10
Content Standards

SL.2.6 Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification
L.2.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening
Content Objectives
The students will be able to read their writing project using expression.
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.
Academic Language Objectives
The students will be able to use prepositions when speaking and writing.
ASSESSMENTS & FEEDBACK
Prior Knowledge
Using prepositions in speech and writing
Formative Assessment
Informal listening assessment
Summative Assessment
Unit summative assessment will take place in Lessons 8-10 when students demonstrate use of prepositions
in writing and speaking in a written project.
Materials
Student descriptions
Picture prompts

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16JZtHNtyIYZ8u7I9hECeREDi6r4U7TdcrK5oE0q8sK
E/edit?usp=sharing
Time

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Previous Vocabulary from Lessons 1-9
Lesson Launch
3 min

“Today you will read your descriptions aloud to the group. As you are listening to your classmates
share, listen for the prepositions they are using. Write them down on a sticky note after the
student is done presenting. If a student says, “A girl walks her dog on the sidewalk by the beach.
Her hair is tied up in a bun. The dog’s tongue hangs out of his mouth” you would have written
down the words “on, by, in, of.” This requires really careful listening to your classmates.”
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Instructional Task(s) with Planned Teacher Talk
Independent Practice
26 min

Students will read aloud their presentations with fluency and expression. The other students will
demonstrate listening skills by listening for prepositions.

Lesson Summary and Closure
1 min

You guys are experts at using recognizing and using prepositions now! Great work!

Summative Rubric
1 point

_____/6 points
2 points

3 points

Student includes 0-2
Student includes 3-4
Student includes 5+
prepositions in their description. prepositions in their description. prepositions in their description.
Student uses 0-2 prepositions
CORRECTLY in their
description.
Notes for the future about
fluency, expression, and
sentence structure:

Student uses 3-4 prepositions
CORRECTLY in their
description.

Student uses 5+ prepositions
CORRECTLY in their
description.
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